Mechanism and kinetics of the reaction NO3 + C2H4.
The reaction of NO(3) radical with C(2)H(4) was characterized using the B3LYP, MP2, B97-1, CCSD(T), and CBS-QB3 methods in combination with various basis sets, followed by statistical kinetic analyses and direct dynamics trajectory calculations to predict product distributions and thermal rate constants. The results show that the first step of the reaction is electrophilic addition of an O atom from NO(3) to an olefinic C atom from C(2)H(4) to form an open-chain adduct. A concerted addition reaction mechanism forming a five-membered ring intermediate was investigated, but is not supported by the highly accurate CCSD(T) level of theory. Master-equation calculations for tropospheric conditions predict that the collisionally stabilized NO(3)-C(2)H(4) free-radical adduct constitutes 80-90% of the reaction yield and the remaining products consist mostly of NO(2) and oxirane; the other products are produced in very minor yields. By empirically reducing the barrier height for the initial addition step by 1 kcal mol(-1) from that predicted at the CBS-QB3 level of theory and treating the torsional modes explicitly as one-dimensional hindered internal rotations (instead of harmonic oscillators), the computed thermal rate constants (including quantum tunneling) can be brought into very good agreement with the experimental data for the overall reaction rate constant.